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A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Happy New Year! We are excited about the coming year and expect it to be our best yet
ever. Despite many challenges during 2021 we were able to persevere and bounce back
from 2020. Sales were back up above 2019 levels and more importantly we increased our
net income margin and EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and
Amortization – a critical factor in measuring cash flow and our ability to reinvest funds in
the company). During 2021 we contributed a record $1,800,000 to the ESOP (Employee
Stock Ownership Program) and Profit Sharing. This amounts to over 8% of eligible
employees’ 2021 W-2 earnings.
Many of our customers are starting to increase production and planned activity meaning
that we expect 2022 to be another record year. We are in the process of potentially
adding space in Columbus/Heron, Simpsonville, SC and expect the 40,000 square feet
cold storage addition in Tallmadge, Ohio to be operational by the end of June.
We recently updated our Strategic Goals for 2022 of $125,000,000 revenue, 7.5% Net
Income and 15% EBITDA. This compares to $106,000,000 in revenue during 2021, 6.58%
Net Income and 13.5% EBITDA. Our three main strategic focus areas are Sales, Talent
Development & IPA – Innovation, Productivity and Automation. In a nutshell we want to
work smarter versus harder. We will continue to focus on safety. Congratulations to all
the locations who achieved safety milestones during 2021. This is new program to
recognize our safety efforts and programs.
Employee Engagement Surveys – In the coming weeks we will be conducting our
annual Employee Engagement Survey. We have used the results of these surveys to
change policies, prioritize investments and add resources to our Information Technology
and Human Resources departments. Please take the time to complete the survey and
share ideas. Your voice is being heard. We have made many policy changes including
wage adjustments, added sick days, adjusted our attendance policy, improved health care
plan options, and added EPTO.
Communication Boards – Another effort to improve communications is the use of
message boards. This is another tool to share news about the company’s performance,
special recognition, milestones, events, policies, and information across our entire
network. Please watch for updated information on the boards during breaks.
A year of transition – As you know we have been planning for several key retirements.
Please see Darin Haines’s article for some of the recent promotions and organizational
changes. Congratulations to all as this is another example of the career opportunities
available.
Don’t forget to have your dependents apply for the PSI Scholarship Program by March
31st. Let’s make 2022 our best year ever!

Respectfully yours,
Douglas J. Sibila
President/CEO

With Change Comes Opportunity
As we start the New Year (and I start my 3rd full month with the company!), I
would like to thank everyone I have met for the hospitality and opportunity to
learn from you! I have been able to visit many of our sites and will be making
another tour in early March to visit more sites. I have enjoyed every visit, every
conversation, and every smiling face I have met!
2022 will be a year of change for us, especially with retirements. On April 1st Dan Stemple, Vice President
Southern Operations will be retiring and later this year Bill Hanlon, Chief Operating Officer, will be
retiring. Dan and Bill have been instrumental in our success, growth, and development. Their leadership
and vision have provided a strong foundation for our future success. As Dan and Bill retire, we will have
colossal shoes to fill to say the least.

The first step that we took to fill those shoes was my opportunity to join our Company as Executive Vice
President to work alongside Bill and eventually assume the COO role. As Dan’s retirement nears, we are
taking the second step in our plan. This plan reflects the ongoing evolution and growth of our Company and
has led us to restructure our warehouse operations. The restructuring includes the following promotions:

•

Greg Hughes, Vice President Northern Operations, has been promoted to Executive Vice President of
Warehouse Operations. Greg will oversee all warehouse operations across our footprint. Greg will report
directly to me in his new role.

•

Jeff Choquette, Vice President of NW Ohio Operations, has been promoted to Vice President
Operations West Region. Jeff will continue to oversee the Fremont Operations and will assume
responsibility for our Midland and Saginaw, MI facilities. Jeff will report to Greg in his new role.

•

Eric Borrell, Regional Operations Manager, has been promoted to Vice President Operations Central
Region. Eric will continue to oversee Columbus and Vandalia and will also assume responsibility for our
Parkersburg and Nitro, WV facilities. Eric will report to Greg in his new role.

•

Tom Mullaney, Operations Manager, has been promoted to Senior Operations Manager for the
Columbus area facilities. Tom will report to Eric in his new role.

•

John Schrecongost, Operations Manager, has been promoted to Regional Operations Director,
continuing to oversee Norfolk and will be responsible for Charlotte, Winston-Salem, NC and Salem,
VA. John will report to Greg in his new role.

•

Chris VanBavel, Warehouse Supervisor, has been promoted into the position of Operations Manager
for Norfolk. Chris will report to John in his new role.

•

Jeff Jennings, Warehouse Supervisor, has been promoted into the position of Operations Manager for
Salem. Jeff will report to John in his new role.
Please join me on congratulating Greg, Jeff, Eric, Tom, John, Chris, and Jeff in their well-deserved new
roles. As we continue to grow, we are sure to see additional opportunities and promotions!
As you can see, 2022 is going to be a year of change for our organization. With change comes
opportunity. I look forward to working together to capitalize on new opportunities, achieve our goals and
continue to build on our success. I personally thank every one of you, our team members, for everything
you do for us and our customers!
Darin Haines – Executive Vice President, Canton, OH

It’s a New Year
We just came through the most successful and challenging year in our history. We had record revenues and profit
but now that is yesterday’s news. We now have new goals to meet in 2022. The goals are lofty for this year, but
we continue to follow the philosophy of grow or die. We continue to find opportunities to grow and much of this
comes from our emphasis that we exist to serve our customers. As we talk about in the Expected Behaviors, we
are a service business. And we can never forget why we exist.
Here is a little story I recently had with service. I purchased a new washer and dryer from a local appliance store
rather than Lowes or Home Depot. I prefer buying locally as I believe I will get better service even if it costs a few
dollars more. To me it is worth it. I was told to let them know a week in advance when I wanted it delivered as to
get it on their delivery schedule. I did exactly as they asked and was told they couldn’t deliver for over two
additional weeks. Needless to say, I was unhappy. When I pressed them on the issue, they told me all of the
reasons that a timely delivery could not be done. After listening to them I thanked them for the explanation but
expressed it still didn’t resolve the problem. I further explained they were a service organization that was not
supplying service. And while I understand all of things they could not do, at no point did they talk about the things
they could do.
As we talked their mindset changed. There were other options, but nobody wished to spend the time thinking of
alternatives or go out of their way to make the delivery happen. Once the mindset changed to thinking of what
can’t be done to what can be done, it changed the entire tone of the conversation. In the end my appliances were
delivered on time.
The lesson here is not to forget why we exist. Think from a positive point of view and we can make the impossible
possible. We pride ourselves on being a service organization and no matter how large we grow we can never
forget that fact. This belief has been central to our success and each and every employee must believe the same
things. Thanks to all of you that have helped to make us what we are today.
William Hanlon - Chief Operating Officer (COO) - Canton, OH

As we start another year, there is no shortage of projects for Team Synapse. As
usual the first half of January was consumed by generating annual reports for
Accounting and Compliance. Now we will begin testing and prep for an upgrade to
the Synapse Oracle database. This will pave the way for an eventual Synapse
upgrade, possibly later this year. Upgrading Synapse will bring fixes and expanded
functionality. Our last Synapse upgrade was in 2017, so even though upgrades can
be challenging it is something that we need to do.
Along with upgrades to the Synapse application and database we have launched
Synapse Anywhere, the new Synapse customer portal, and now have several
customers using it. All new customers requesting access will utilize Synapse Anywhere and we will begin migrating
existing customers from WebSynapse to Synapse Anywhere. The new portal features the same functionality but
has an updated user interface for a better user experience.
We have also begun testing Synapse WebRF, an updated Synapse interface for scan guns, and hope to begin
rolling it out later this year. This updated interface is optimized for mobile devices and is browser based so that it
can be used on any device with a modern browser, regardless of operating system. This will give us more flexibility
when choosing devices while also replacing the “green screen” telnet interface with a more modern tool.
On the systems integration front, we continue to move forward with the EDI fulfillment project at Dayton. We are
also starting a project to replace a current integration with a large fulfillment customer at Columbus with a more
direct integration. For this project we will be looking to utilize some additional small package functionality in
Synapse that we have not previously used. Last, but not least, the Navarre fulfillment customer that we set up
integration with (UPS and Fedex) has now asked us to integrate with USPS, which is something we have not done
previously. We look forward to the opportunity to learn and grow in this high demand area.
With everything else going on we have also continued working on projects in OnBase. We continue working to set
up more customers to utilize Data Capture. In addition, we are now working on building an SDS Approval process
in OnBase that will likely end up being utilized at most sites. Ultimately this will build a global SDS repository
ensuring SDS’s are easily accessible by anyone who needs them. The approval workflow will automate the SDS
approval process so that new materials can be reviewed and approved by Compliance and Operations in a system
driven process.
Charlie Ramsey - Operations Systems Administrator – Akron & Canton, OH

Bruce Hatcher (L) with
Randall Jacobson

Angie Clay (R) with
Liz Butler

Denise Johnson with
John Denison

2021 Employees of the Month
Each month employees are nominated by company customers, co-workers
and managers. The Employee of the Month receives $100 and a Certificate of
Accomplishment and all others nominated receive $50 and an Honorable Mention
Certificate of Accomplishment. All EOM’s also have a chance to be chosen as
Employee of the Year and receive $1,000!

SEPT.
OCT.
NOV.
DEC.

Bruce Hatcher, Driver - Jacksonville, FL
Angie Clay, Coordinator - 2850 Akron, OH
Josh Zurcher, CSR - Marvo Akron, OH (declined picture)
Denise Johnson, Office Coordinator - 2850 Akron, OH

HONORABLE MENTIONS
September
Jason Dawkins, Dock Coordinator, 2850
Elizabeth Aubel, Whse clerical, Parkersburg
October
Amanda Myers, CSR, Fremont, OH
Quinn Whitehurst, CSR, Marvo Akron, OH
Todd Cable, Whse Professional, Marvo Akron, OH

Truckers Against
Trafficking (TAT) is a nonprofit with the sole focus on
ending human trafficking.
TAT trains people to spot
potential human trafficking
and what we can do. Here
are some red flags that could
mean human trafficking is
happening.

November
Matt Crouch, Whse Professional, 2850 Akron, OH

Red Flags of Human Trafficking
· The person appears under someone else’s control
· CB Chatter about “commercial property”
December
· Truck flashing lights at rest stop to signal “buyer”
Dave Miller, Whse Professional, Tallmadge, OH
Dan Snooks, Whse Professional, Marvo Akron, OH · Group of minors dressed provocatively in one car
Cheryl Ward, Office Supervisor, Canton, OH
If you suspect the crime, call local law enforcement
Arnetta Howard, Coordinator, Vandalia, OH
Rob Profancik, Whse Professional, Cleveland, OH to let them know potential human trafficking is
happening.

For more information, visit
https://www.truckersagainsttrafficking.org.

Warehouse News from Akron, OH
IT’S FEAST OR FAMINE!
2850 has had lower inventory levels this past summer and fall but we are looking forward to running a
full warehouse very soon! Thank you, John Matheos, for getting us the customers we need to keep
thriving. We’re getting our warehouse team beefed up for the upcoming busy months and a new
hands-on account coming in soon.
It is so nice to see we are finally getting folks to show up for job interviews! I take that as a sign people
are getting back to business.
2850 Gilchrist, Akron recently received our OSHA SHARP Renewal Certificate!!
Congratulations to Denise Johnson ( for her recent accolade from Master Builders below. We are
glad to have her and all of our associates here at 2850. Thank you for jobs well done! We are proud
when our team members make the monthly Honorable Mentions and Employee of the Month lists!
We hope to see many more in 2022.
I would like to take a moment to say Thank You to all employees, we couldn’t do it without you. You
are APPRECIATED!!
Liz Butler - Warehouse Manager - 2850 Gilchrist Rd., Akron, OH
2850 Gilchrist Rd., Akron, OH - Denise Johnson
December 2021
Subject: Impact Champion
Throughout the month of December the
Performance Flooring team provided a number
of challenging shipping situations for Denise
and the team in Akron. I’ve always believed
leadership and action builds teamwork, trust
and in the end delivers success, however that
looks for you. Denise and the team helped us move fire sale
stock, load truckloads on short notice and stayed with it right to
the end. I'm on the hook for pizza for the dayshift and night shift
in Q1 2022. PS Please shake up the DP part one tote and we
will get it shipped by the 15th”
Heidi Liston
Distribution Operations Lead
Master Builders Solutions US, LLC
2021 The year of Covid unlike any year we have ever experienced. Wearing a mask and making sure
we are 6 feet apart. Having conference calls on – (do you have enough cleaning supplies) cause the
stores shelves are empty. INCLUDING toilet paper. Trying to locate hand sanitizer was like the new
modern gold rush. With COVID also came customers using most of the inventory in the warehouse.
Dropping from 52 million to 37 million on re-occurring storage. With less activity in the warehouse we
also dropped from 47 warehouse professionals to 27 at one point in 2021. Now in 2022, the hardest
part of getting back up and running is finding new warehouse professionals to fill those openings.
Marvo is seeing inventory increase and our inbounds are very strong. Currently we are sitting at 43
million pounds on-site. Buildings 8 and 9 our non-regulated, is sitting over 85% full. Hazmat buildings
are hovering around 65-75%. The first goal in 2022 is to get Marvo staff back to the levels of preCOVID. We are getting close, but it takes major resources to get that many people trained. Some
more good news is Marvo’s new business, BASF. We’ve picked up new tanking opportunities and
many other new customers that sales has brought in this past year. Let’s hope this upcoming year is
back to normal operations. Marvo wishes everyone a great 2022, lets make this the best year yet. That
includes the Seminoles; maybe this year we might make it back to a bowl game!
Dan Peterson - Sr. Operations Manager - Marvo Dr., Akron, OH

Warehouse Updates and News
Life in the Middle of the Mitten
We’ve had a couple of key moves here in Midland to our warehouse staff. In
2021, Steven Anderson joined the companies new Leadership Training
Program. This left Midland without a Warehouse Supervisor for an additional
5 on top of his EPTO days. We looked within our own team, and needed to
look no further. Kevin Wood, who’s been here almost 7 years, and since the
time he walked on site he quickly established himself as accurate and dependable. In the years to follow
he has learned each end of the building and some extra tasks inside the office. Kevin has a clear
understanding of our typical output and has gained experience with floor management throughout the
years.
Another key move came in the form of Alex Fisher to Office Supervisor. Alex has been with us for
over 8 years. The office is a little different now then it was back when he first started. Between process
changes and new system, the ways of the old have all but left us. Alex embraces these changes. I have
watched him grind through new portal setups, ECC milestones, numerous customer setup, and 2
Way Better
Synapse conversations. The man is nothing if not resilient which is a trait heavily needed in today’s
world.
Now for the real core of the crew, the rest of the team. 3 years ago, we needed to do some
severe hiring and to our benefit, most of them are still around today. Today I have the power of pen
though, so I want to take the time to list each employee in a matter of recognizing them publicly for their
commitments and awesome work ethic. These individuals have all been tremendous at helping get
Midland’s bounce back this year. I look forward to many more long days and weekends with you all and
may your families forever be well. Hats off to the entire team!
Christopher Laplow - Operations Manager - Midland, MI
Employee

Years of Service

Employee

Years of Service

Rick Bain

22 years

Jake Dowker

3 years

Steve Spann

19 years

Bryan Stoll

3 years

Aric Berchem

13 years

Melanie Warnemuende

3 years

Alex Fisher

8 years

Brady Bellinger

3 years

Kevin Wood

6 years

Hunter Bellinger

3 years

Steven Anderson

6 years

Brandon Greene

8 months

Melissa Laplow

6 years

Michael Mix

1 month

John Coty

1 day

A New Cybersecurity Awareness Training Program is Rolling Out in 2022
Cybercrime has gone pro.
More than ever, technology users are the weak link in any network security
system. “Friday Afternoon Fraud” is a new phrase in cybersecurity awareness training
reflecting that the vast majority (75%) of cybercrimes occurs between 2:00pm--5:00pm on
Friday afternoons—when a technology user’s focus may be high to complete the week’s
work and attention to security threats may be low.
In January 2022, IT began rolling out KnowBe4, the world’s largest integrated security awareness training and
simulated phishing platform for all computer users across the company. This platform will allow IT to better manage
the urgent security problems of social engineering, spear-phishing, and ransomware attacks while at the same time
stay compliant with industry regulations.
A skills-based assessment and a security culture survey will be sent to you to measure your cybersecurity
knowledge. Both assessments are based on an advanced assessment science methodology that will measure your
security proficiency and create specialized training designed to strengthen your individual understanding of
cybersecurity.
Tony Esposito - Director of IT - Canton, OH

Warehouse News
Jason Hively, Priscilla Marquez, Chuck Plantz
I’d like to take this opportunity to introduce the new Moncks Corner,
South Carolina team. I believe we have the right folks in place to
solidify the operation and move it forward. There has been a
renewed confidence shared by our client and we are excited for
what the future holds.
Chuck Plantz and Jason Hively transferred from West Virginia to
South Carolina to take on new roles and spearhead getting the
facility running efficiently. Special thanks to Dan Stemple and June
Bryant for making this happen and to Doug for approving it to take
place.
Chuck has been promoted to Warehouse Supervisor and oversees
the 100k ft2 facility with 6 – 7 associates. Chuck and his family
have settled nicely in Manning S.C.

Jason has assumed a lead role in the warehouse ensuring the folks are working safely and following the
processes. Jason will officially become a South Carolinian on February 10th when he takes up residency.
Priscilla Marquez joined the team on October 4th of last year and has already proven her worth. She manages
the office, order supplies for both the office and the warehouse, and performs the duties of a customer service
representative.
Special mention to Jamie Summey, from the Simpsonville S.C. operation, who traveled to Moncks Corner for
many months until we could put this team in place.
I want to thank everyone involved in the improvements to the facility and the operation in Moncks Corner.
Chuck Bridwell – Regional Operations Manager – Monck Corner, SC

Massillon welcomes its newest team member, Nate Tomblin. Nate came to us as a transfer from Navarre. He is
learning all the aspects of our warehouse including packaging and bag to bulk trans-loading. Nate is learning all
that he can with the goal of moving into a coordinators position in the near future. Welcome aboard Nate!!!
Every year I have the honor of being a part of an amazing group of people (Jeepers) that come together to
support an amazing fundraiser, Toys for Tots, and this year was no exception. We had 162 Jeeps and collected
1,347 toys for all the local area kids in need. It is privilege to be able to donate my time and toys to these kids in
the hopes of bringing a smile to each one of them on Christmas morning. Hopefully in 2022 we can break our
2021 record and collect 1,500 toys!
Massillon has been very busy and like everyone else short staffed. We have daily challenges to overcome and
have been helping Canton in the process with sending staff to help Bob, who has no current warehouse staff of
his own. We continue to work as a team and help each other, which is why we all succeed.
Cheers to a happier, healthier, and prosperous New Year!!!
Tammy Steinman - Regional Operations
Manager - Canton, Massillon & Navarre, OH
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More Warehouse News
Hello Peoples Services!!
First, I’d like to welcome to TDI Cleveland our newest employees, Robb
Profancik and Ariel Lehlbach. Both Robb and Ariel started with us last year.
Robb came over to us from the Howmet facility as a warehouse professional
and Ariel was brought in to fill our CSR position. Both are great additions to our
team, and both help put the “team” in teamwork. Our Operational news – like
most other facilities we are very busy. We have started our annual receiving of
Super Sacks and plan to go strong with inbound until the end of February. At
that time, we will have a “good” problem to address, not enough space. Other
customers have added to their inventory over the past couple months, which
adds to that good problem. Luckily our cousins in the southern operation are
assisting us with this good problem. Dan and Mike sent up to Cleveland brand
new stackable racks for us to assemble and use for the Super Sacks. Each
one of these racks can be stacked up to 3 high and hold 2,600 lbs. each. That
will be of great help, so thank you Dan. I do promise you will get them back. Stay warm and go Cavs.
Patrick Burke - Warehouse Manager - Cleveland, OH

What a year. 2021 feels like it should have been called “The Great Battle for Staffing!”. Wow did that year test our
folks!? Let’s all take a breath as we move forward in 2022. We are almost at full staff as I type this out and we are
looking to be in a much better place. KraftHeinz had a roller-coaster year. We seen high volumes and building
capacities followed by a major slow down and shift reductions. The group responded well, and we were
successful in our challenges. Copack was disappointing in 2021 as we didn’t see the amount of work we typically
seen. At the Enterprise sites (Can-Land) we have added two new Supervisors Jason Krauss and Rory Cook!
Welcome to the team and welcome to the company! All building audits in 2021 were highly successful averaging
around 98% (high score) for each site. Our Physical Inventory ended up being our best in the history of the site!
This shows our group is evolving and growing as a group. Looking forward to seeing this group bloom as a team!
How about the Cedar Street location and hitting a profit beyond expectations! Way to go Cody!!! Yes…Cody
works in this warehouse alone and does an outstanding job balancing the Customers and building needs. Let’s
keep riding this wave of profit at the site. Lastly, we have our veterans at WaterTower and the Amcor customer.
Each month we have the pleasure of hearing from Amcor on how pleased they are with the performance of the
site and the associates. Looking forward we are negotiating our contract and the performance the group provides
gives us firm ground to stand on as we finalize an agreement.
Charles Feasel (Chuck) joined TDI in October 2015 when we had just begun a 24/7 warehouse agreement with a
customer and needed supervision on the night shift. Chuck was hired and immediately made an impact. Chuck
started organizing the warehouse and creating many of the processes we use today. Spreadsheets for inventory
and labor tracking were created by Chuck and we still use them daily. A couple years into his position, Chuck took
on a new role to support the weekend operations. TDI Fremont had grown significantly during this time, and we
saw our weekend work bloom as well. This required a member of management to be onsite every weekend.
Chuck offered to be that person!! This allowed the rest of the Management Team to be able to disconnect from
the operation and Chuck kept the group abreast of all ongoing operational issues. From time-to-time Chuck would
alter his schedule and even cover for Supervisors that were on leave or vacation. Chuck would even help train
new supervisors. On January 4th TDI Fremont celebrated Mr. Feasel to wish him luck with his retirement. We
shared many stories, and the room was emotional as we said our goodbyes. Chuck will be greatly missed. He
was a wonderful asset, and we are grateful for the opportunity to have known and worked with him for several
years.
On behalf of the Fremont site, I would like to wish Mr. Charles Feasel a healthy and long
retirement!
Matthew E. Wilcox Sr. - Sr. Operations
Manager - Fremont / Clyde, OH

More News and Information
Every year Peoples Cartage of Parkersburg teams up with the United
Methodist Men of Parkersburg for a potato drive which benefits the local
food banks in the surrounding communities with a tractor
trailer load of potatoes. Peoples Cartage of Parkersburg
supplies the temporary storage and the labor used as a
consolidation point for all the foodbanks to gather and pick
up loads of potatoes to distribute in their community.
Mike Reitmire - Sr. Operations Manager - Parkersburg, WV
The company adopted
three families again this
year for Christmas. The
families have one or
more students attending
Fairmount Learning
Center located in

Thanks to our Nitro, WV Team for
donating to the Nitro Mission Team—
Nitro food Pantry-Nitro Community
Christmas Basket & Toy Campaign.
Your generosity and kindness to your
community is greatly appreciated!

When a natural disaster occurs, you may be stranded for a few days. Being prepared can ease the discomfort.
There are some common household items you should have in an emergency kit for such a disaster. To assemble
your kit, store items in airtight containers or plastic bags and put everything in easy-to-carry containers. A basic
emergency kit should have the following basic items:
Water – one gallon per person per day for at least three days, for drinking and sanitation
Food – at least a three-day supply of non-perishable food
Battery-powered or hand-crank radio and an NOAA Weather radio with tone alert
Flashlight
Extra batteries
First aid kit
Whistle to signal for help
Dust mask to help filter contaminated air and plastic sheeting and duct tape to shelter-in-place
Moist toilettes, garbage bags and plastic ties for personal sanitation
Wrench or pliers to turn off utilities
Manual can opener for food
Local maps
Cell phone with chargers and a backup battery
Since Spring of 2020, the CDC also recommends the following additional items:
Cloth face coverings for everyone ages 2 and above, soap, hand sanitizer, disinfecting wipes
Prescription medications
Non-prescription medications such as pain relievers, anti-diarrhea medication, antacids, or laxatives
Prescription eyeglasses and contact lens solution
Infant formula, bottles, diapers, wipes, and diaper rash cream
Pet food and extra water for your pet
Cash or travelers checks
Important family documents
Sleeping bag or warm blanket for each person
Complete change of clothing appropriate for your climate and shoes
Fire extinguisher
Matches in a waterproof container
Feminine supplies and personal hygiene items
Mess kits, paper cups, plates, towels and plastic utensils
Paper and pencil
Books, games, puzzles or other activities for children
Replace expired items. Re-think your needs periodically and update your kit as warranted. Since you don’t know
where you’ll be when an emergency occurs, prepare supplies for home, work, and your car.
Shelley Habermann, IT/Account Special Projects - Canton, OH

2022 1st Quarter Anniversary Milestones
5 and 10 Years of Service
Ryan

Dick

3/12/2017

Parkersburg

5 years

David

Miller

2/26/2017

Tallmadge

5 years

Melanie

Luman

2/20/2017

Jacksonville

5 years

Charles

McKitrick

2/20/2017

Marvo

5 years

Josh

Zurcher

2/10/2017

Marvo

5 years

Vincent

Harrison

1/15/2017

Fremont

5 years

Melissa

Landers

3/19/2012

Nitro

10 years

Jerrid

Woods

3/3/2012

Tallmadge

10 years

James

McMaster

1/18/2012

Jacksonville

10 years

Steve

Lambe

1/9/2012

Marvo

10 years

Quinn

Whitehurst

1/9/2012

Marvo

10 years

Jeffrey

Choquette

1/4/2012

Fremont

10 years

Schawn

Cordes

1/1/2012

Vandalia

10 years

Tommy

Smothers

1/1/2012
15 and 20 Years of Service

Saginaw

10 years

Robert

Radcliff

3/5/2007

Belpre

15 years

Jeramy

File

2/5/2007

Parkersburg

15 years

Tammy

Steinman

1/24/2007

Massillon PCI

15 years

Jerry

Hashman

1/10/2007

Parkersburg

15 years

Brian

Meredith

1/3/2007

Parkersburg

15 years

Raul

Wells

1/2/2007

Simpsonville

15 years

Joshua

Smallwood

2/15/2002

Tallmadge

20 years

Candy

Kline

1/21/2002

Marvo

20 years

21 or More Years of Service
Susan

Stone

1/10/2000

Canton PSI

22 years

Dorma

Smith

1/10/1997

Charlotte

25 years

Karen

Hurst

1/1/1997

Saginaw

25 years

Patrick

Burke

3/15/1996

Cleveland

26 years

Liz

Butler

1/23/1995

Gilchrist 2850

27 years

Timothy

Womack

2/17/1994

Nitro

28 years

Bill

Hanlon

2/1/1993

Canton PSI

29 years

Michael

Shipp

1/27/1993

Home Ave.

29 years

Laura

Adams

2/1/1990

Jacksonville

32 years

William

Goson

2/25/1985

Marvo

37 years

2022 2nd Quarter Anniversary Milestones
5 and 10 Years of Service
Benjamin
Yolanda
Kevin
William
Joseph
Robert
Adam
Hillary
Jacqueline
Reginald
George
Charleeta
Matthew
Tammy
Steven

Neal
Ingle
Richardson
Bracy
Casey
Catazaro

Jacksonville
Fremont
Norfolk
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
Canton TDI

5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years

Herman
5/8/2017
Canton PSI
Kricfalusi
5/1/2017
Jacksonville
Pena-Felipe
4/23/2017
Columbus
Goldson
4/13/2017
Jacksonville
Coleman
4/10/2017
Jacksonville
Foster
4/5/2017
Jacksonville
Montgomery
6/13/2012
Jacksonville
Spain
5/21/2012
Simpsonville
Simonson
4/2/2012
Nitro
15 and 20 Years of Service

5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
10 years
10 years
10 years

Donald
Peggy
James

Clark
Gant
Ehret

Patrick
Brandon
Gary
Ronald
Richard
William
Dean
Saul
Douglas
Patrick
Mark
Kendall
Michelle
Ronald

Murphy
Goson
Pauley
Bonkowski
Perez
Collins
Fitzsimmons
Salinas
Sibila
Watson
Cook
Pugh
Habermann
Sibila

6/20/2017
6/4/2017
5/28/2017
5/15/2017
5/15/2017
5/10/2017

5/14/2007
Parkersburg
5/7/2007
Parkersburg
4/10/2002
Jacksonville
21 or More Years of Service
5/19/2000
5/27/1999
6/23/1997
4/22/1996
6/26/1995
6/5/1995
6/13/1994
5/14/1992
5/7/1990
5/16/1988
5/14/1988
4/29/1987
6/16/1977
6/15/1954

Massillon PCI
Marvo
Nitro
Home Ave.
Winston-Salem
Nitro
Parkersburg
Fremont
Canton PSI
Nitro
Nitro
Nitro
Canton PSI
Canton PSI

15 years
15 years
20 years
22 years
23 years
25 years
26 years
27 years
27 years
28 years
30 years
32 years
34 years
34 years
35 years
45 years
68 years

